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onto your life.
Each year, participants want to
have a special time with speakers. Most of them will be present all day and this year,:
Feel the Feng Shui Vibrations
some will even be staying
Eight speakers will join me at longer in Canberra for private
the upcoming Canberra Feng readings and consultations.
Shui Conference Day at 9.00 • Steven Guth—local to Canberra
AM on Sunday 22 October can be contacted on (02) 6288
2006 at the Irish Club in Wes- 1070 for geomancy advise and
ton (ACT) - see page 2 for more workshops.
details.
• Maggie Wilde (QLD) is offering
To celebrate the 5th year of the
Feng Shui Conference, I added
a little twist with an inspiring
theme…

Each will be talking on their
personal approach of ‘feng
shui’ and vibrations impacting

• Roseline

Deleu will be in Canberra for feng shui consultations
and for new vibrational design
projects—on Mon 23 & Tue 24
October 2006.

Each year the topics of the
conference are different.
Each year the participants are
happy going home with heaps
of info and suggestions.

Join us... as I wish to bring the
conference out of ACT next
channelling and hypnosis consul- year!
tations in Canberra city on SaturFeng Shui Yours,
day 21 October—bookings 0405
138 567

Roseline Deleu

An unusual Birthday Present
by Alexis Herzog
You always have the choice in friend Trevor. Initially I thought
life: to grasp an opportunity or that I would never have time
but combining mum’s intuitive
to let it go.
approach and my IT skills… it
I chose to grasp it!
turned out to be an amazing
process and a great success.
My birthday was only a couple
of weeks away. I had no particular wish. I am now in age to
get a part time job at the local
supermarket but I never felt
really attracted to this type of
work. After watching the DVD
That’s how it all started...
‘The Secret’ www.thesecret.tv)
At the time that I had to finalise
mum came up with a great
my ICT assignment on webb’day idea for me : a domain
design, mum suggested to me
name and her encouragements
to prepare a ‘real’ one for our

to start my own business.
www.vibrationaldesign.com
was born !
In synergy with mum (Roseline
Deleu) we design websites,
business cards, logos based on
people’s vibrations and intent.
My website will improve as I
deepen my IT knowledge and
business skills but since the
vibrations are right … I am
happy to say that I get requests
and orders daily
Alexis Herzog
Vibrational Designer

www.fengshuisteps.com

0412 717 454
www.vibrationaldesign.com
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Meet the Speakers
Feng Shui Conference Canberra Sunday 22 October 2006
The Human Body – How Geomantic Energies influence our Health – Steven Guth (ACT)

Steven Guth

Steven Guth (ACT) – Geomancer, author, lecturer. With last year’s subject, Steven was relating magic carpets with
his remarkable Feng Shui approach. His talks are always popular and very successful and very well applauded. Participants are looking forward to his new teachings with this year’s title ‘How Geomantic Energies influence our Health’.

Space Clearing – Understand the Unseen Energies – Susan O’Sullivan (QLD)

Susan O’Sullivan

Susan O’Sullivan is a very active Feng Shui Consultant who studied with Roseline Deleu. She has been working in the
metaphysical field for more than 20 years as a psychic medium, clairvoyant and her abilities are highly developed. At
the end of October 2006, Susan and her husband Trevor O’Sullivan will be travelling around Australia organising
workshops, sweat lodges, workshops, readings and feng shui consultations (www.metaphysicallyspeaking.com
website under construction). ‘Understand the Unseen Energies’ is a fantastic talk where Susan will explain how important a space clearing is in your surroundings.

Intuition – Seeing the Invisible – Harald W. Tietze (NSW)

Harald W. Tietze

Harald W. Tietze (www.happyology.com) - also known as the ‘Happyologist’ - has been lecturing on health for
many years. His books have been translated into 17 different languages. Harald is amongst the best international
researchers in Urine therapy. Harald has participated to the past Feng Shui conferences in Australia and is always
happy to help you with his suggestions and affordable books. With this year’s talk ‘Seeing the Invisible’ Harald W.
Tietze will share and inspire you with his experiences.

Healing Art – The Powerful Art of the Mandala – Roza Alexanda (NSW)

Roza Alexanda

Roza is an Art Consultant, Feng Shui Practitioner (who studied with Roseline Deleu) and Motivational Presenter who
leads workshops in Australia and Canada. Roza combines creative Art work and Yoga techniques within a Feng Shui
framework in her workshops. Suggestions for positive changes. Her “Mandala” topic for this year’s event will encompass – What is a Mandala, Examples of Mandalas, Making and/or selecting a Mandala, How Mandalas can benefit.

Gardening – Sustainable Organic Property Management – Tim Bothams (QLD)
Tim lives with his young family on a property in QLD. From a very young age he was fascinated by his environment
and he followed many teachings. Amongst many others, he studied with Alanna Mooore (who was one of the Feng
Shui conference speakers in 2004). Water and food are indispensable in our daily lives; with his short lecture at this
conference he will give you some ideas and examples how to manage these life essential resources in cities or rural
areas.

Building – Shapes and Energy flow inside out – Roseline Deleu (ACT & QLD)

Roseline Deleu

Roseline Deleu (www.fengshuisteps.com) has been organising the 5 last Feng Shui Conference day in Canberra.
This years’ topic will help you to feel and understand how shapes, lines, décor affect your daily life. Prepare your
home plans, renovations or update your wall paintings after following her suggestions. Get the right “vibrations’ into
your environment and they will lead you to a happy life. Discover her new joined venture with Alexis Herzog
“Vibrational Design” (www.vibrationaldesign.com) and let her guide you to create or renew your web design,
business cards, logo, home, interior and landscape based on your genuine vibration and imprint.

Channelling – How deeply Feng Shui adjustments influence you – Maggie Wilde (QLD)

Maggie Wilde

Maggie Wilde (www.wildlyhappy.com) is the Editorial Director of the Health & Harmony Guide, a Clinical & Humanistic Hypnotherapist, Intuitive Channel, Author, Presenter and Performer. With her topic, Maggie will explain how deep
your Feng Shui home (and environment) adjustments affect your external bodies and influence your chakras. She will
be answering to many of your questions, channelling through to unfold your blockages. An exceptional talk as never
seen before!

Spirituality – Jumping off the Cliff – Denise Shaw (QLD)

Denise Shaw

Denise lives in Collinville, QLD formally from Gympie. She is a light worker, a teacher of personal and spiritual development. She is also a healer utilising God’s given gifts to assist and teach others. Denise spreads the medicine of the
drum through drum making workshops, teaches meditation and healing throughout QLD. She commenced and ran
the All Peoples Spiritual Church of Gympie district. More importantly, Denise is who she is and does what she does
guided by ‘The unseen energies’. With her talk she will share a clients journey to freedom. How Feng Shui released
herself and her family from the usual rut. Flaming Sensational!

Ecology – Integrate Feng Shui with Ecological & Healthy Building Materials – M.-L. Kelly (QLD)
Energy Flow in buildings can be further enhanced by the integration of ecological and healthy building materials, and
technologies. Selecting ecological and healthy building products can be difficult as words like natural, organic, certified organic, eco-label all need to be discerned. Good ecological products are sourced from renewable resources,
have environmentally friendly manufacturing processes and ecological transport solutions, which in turn has little or
no impact on our natural environment (including ourselves), which helps to sustain natural energy flow as it protects
and conserves our beautiful environment. Understanding the life cycle of building materials and having a set of criteria will assist you to make informed choices that will improve the quality of life for all both now and in the future.

Book
NOW

Bookings essential — Entry $ 100 per person
20 % discount for first lucky early birds only !
see website www.fengshuisteps.com for full details under the page ‘Conference’
Call Roseline Deleu for other info on 0412 717 454

This publication seeks only to share the knowledge and experiences of the authors, their students and clients. It is
stressed that its contents are in no way a substitute for personal supervision by qualified professionals. The authors of
this website and newsletter do not accept any liability for loss, damage or other irrespective of cause which you may
suffer or for which you become liable arising from or as a result of any actions you may take from the advice offered
in this website and newsletter.

www.fengshuisteps.com
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Bottled with Love—Life Energy Water—part 1
by Sally Turner
Sally Turner is the Water Woman. Her
journey with the water has been one of
personal growth, some difficult choices
and many joyous moments when people
in need find her beautiful water and realise they have found something very precious and nurturing.
Sally is a Natural Therapist who still somehow finds time to treat family and friends
in between the 2500km trips to bottle her
Life Energy Water at the Source in far
south western Queensland.
She was given a ‘message’ early one
morning about five years ago to go out to
her Father’s and bottle the water because
it would raise people’s consciousness and
vibration. Warm in bed, she rolled over
with a ‘yeah right!’ Again the voice in her
head insisted… so she got up and went
and told her family, ‘ Guess what guys, we
are going out to Poppy’s and we are going
to bottle the water because it will help
people feel better.’ Emma, about seven,
looked from one to the other and announced, ‘She’s lost the plot this time,
Dad.’

After doing the feasibility and viability of
such a venture and literally throwing the
figures in the corner of her office, Sally
was ready to agree with her daughter.

ily have had to buy a bigger truck to transport the raw materials and filled pallets
and they have four keen distributors who
supply Health Food and Organic shops,
Therapists and other Health Practitioners
A higher power obviously had other ideas!
and Life Energy Water is spread from
No matter where Sally went, she was Cairns to Tasmania.
thrown together with people who had the
She has organic registration with BFA, a
knowledge, contacts, resources to help
division of Australian Certified Organic
her create a totally unique processing
and the water is about to be the subject
plant that allows her and her family to
of a clinical study by the School of Denbring this water to the city as close to the
tistry at Queensland University.
way nature intended it to be as is possible. She has met so many people, with so The water has been enjoyed by world
much to give and feels honoured that famous models, Lord Mayors, American
these people want no recognition for their Admirals, and various other important
enormous part in her life. One day Sally people, but when Sally hears of children
hopes they will give her permission to fighting over the last bottle of her beautiacknowledge their contribution. In the ful water it almost brings tears to her
meantime she keeps them supplied with eyes.
Life Energy Water and lashings of love!
This article is TO BE CONTINUED…
Visit www.lifeenergywater.com
About the Water
Five years later ( it took two years to sell
most of her valuable things to pay for the
plant and equipment ) Sally and her fam-

Zen Chakras
There are many ways to bring your body,
mind and spirit back into balance. Each
person has their own blueprint that creates the world around them, it is also
known as a life path. Within your lifetime
you will choose which way to master your
own life path and on this journey you will
be presented with many different options, tools and practices with which to
create Harmony and Peace in your life.
How you choose to look at each situation
in your life as it presents is up to you,
you would have heard of the “Glass half
full theory as opposed to the Glass half
empty”. It really is up to you this is the
beauty of this wonderful planet of ours
called “Earth”, we do have a choice and
how we handle ourselves within these
choices determines our destiny, karma
and lessons.
During my time on this planet I have
found two tools that really work well to-

More about the Water (translation of the
word Shui in Chinese) will be coming up in
the next Feng Shui Steps newsletter #12
of December 06.

by Lisa Sherrah
gether one balances you internally and
the other the world that surrounds you.
These are Chakra alignments and Feng
Shui.
When your body is aligned it causes a
chain reaction into all areas of your
life. It brings your outer world back into
balance, as does the principals of Feng
Shui. These two modalities work very
well together, they bring divine inner and
external balance in your home, and office. When you have a positive outlook
and your home and workplace reflect
this then it is easy to improve relationships on all levels and bring a complete spiritual healing to your whole life.
Like attracts life and the more you balance yourself and your surrounding the
more you can create a more positive
world for yourself on all levels.
So Enjoy life… Align yourself today!!!
Lisa Sherrah—Brisbane—Banyo (QLD)

This publication seeks only to share the knowledge and experiences of the authors, their students and clients. It is
stressed that its contents are in no way a substitute for personal supervision by qualified professionals. The authors of
this website and newsletter do not accept any liability for loss, damage or other irrespective of cause which you may
suffer or for which you become liable arising from or as a result of any actions you may take from the advice offered
in this website and newsletter.

Workshops & Courses with Lisa Sherrah
Level 1 - Understand base 7 Chakras,
learn how to do an alignment of the
Chakra points, understanding Karma
and Past lives how they affect you.
Sunday November 5th 2006—Cost: $95
Level 2 - Understanding the higher Chakras, what colour ray is your life path,
working with the Ascended masters and
channelling your own energy. When:
Sunday December 3rd 2006—Cost:$95
Level 3 - Violet Flame healing, you will be
given the symbols and each will be
taught the technique of how to perform a
violet flame healing with St. Germaine's
energy. Date TBA end of 2006
Meditation Classes Starting 26th Sept Oct 31st for 6 weeks every Tuesday night
from 7pm - 8.30pm in Banyo - Northside
of Brisbane—Cost: $60—Beginners to
Advanced all welcome—Bookings essential groups of 8 only—Call 0422 379 999
Lisa, and visit full and updated details on
www.geocities.com/lisasherrah

www.fengshuisteps.com
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I am flying now
by Cassie Slattery
If there is light in the soul, there will be beauty in the person.
If there is beauty in the person, there will be harmony in the house.
If there is harmony in the house, there will be order in the nation.
If there is order in the nation, there will be peace in the world.
I knew I was in for a wild ride within 1/2
hour of commencing the course. It was
certainly not a conventional classroom
set-up, with all sorts of mind expanding
theories, beliefs, opinions and principles
discussed, debated and acknowledged. I
have been exposed to alternate thinking
since my teens, so I was happy to go
with the flow, and having said that I was

flying from the seat of my pants-ALL
WEEK!
Our class was small and made up with
fantastic women and a dynamo for a
teacher. Roseline's energy and stamina
was all inspiring to me and she was so
generous with her time and knowledge.
I learned so much valuable information
in the course, that has been integral in

CHINESE PROVERB
getting my own home in order and has
only reinforced my commitment to learning more about this fascinating ancient
wisdom. I can't finish without making
special mention to Alexis who was so
patient and willing to share his Mum for
the week that we were there.
Cassie S. (Lismore -NSW)
Feng Shui Consultant

The Laws of Attraction
by Truity
Feng Shui your mind with positive think- fest what you want.
ing that plays a huge part in your ability From this moment on you are not going
to draw to you the Right Healthy Rela- to create negative experiences!
tionship.
From this moment on, how would it be if
I am sure you have all heard the state- you could have everything you want! We
ment, “Like Attracts Like.” Have you are talking about constructive thinking
ever thought about that statement? where you reframe your perception of
Often people reply to me saying things life. Constructive thinking which emlike this, “Well if that statement is true powers your life, and draws to you posiand like attracts like then why did I bring tive experiences little by little until you
to me such a terrible relationship?” master the simple fact of focusing on
Then the next thing people get resentful happy productive and healthy thoughts!
and angry, because what they are thinkReframing your thought process at first
ing in that is that “It’s not my fault, I am
will mean you have to pull yourself up
not bad, so why did bad things happen
and create positive ways to change sento me?” So please don’t react here, just
tence structure around. As I said in my
keep reading.
first article, if you haven’t already read
So I am going to share with you the big- my little book “Starting Over,” it’s
gest secret of all, one that took me years packed full of insight about how to
to work out! The secret is that there is change our reality from negative to posino point going over and over thinking tive. The eternal truth of life is that like
about what you’re thinking that’s caus- attracts like, look around you at your
ing your problems, that’s right, no self circumstances, they are the manifestaanalysis, no rehashing the past, no self tion of the majority of your thoughts!
So its time to take control, and in your
analyzing!
mind begin by creating the energy of
Everything in your world is the direct
what you want your life to be.
result of your thinking, what you have
been imagining, what you have been
afraid of, what you want, what you don’t
want. What you spend your day thinking
about is what you create!
This is where it takes vigilance, effort
and energy, if you want to change your
life; you have to make changes, you
have to refocus your thinking to mani-

take your energy down.

•

Don’t be critical of yourself, if there
is something about yourself you don’t
like then begin making tiny steps to
change that.

•

Don’t talk in negative terms – make
a decision to look for the positive in
everything

•

Don’t dwell on the past – let it go its
finished its done and its over

•

Allow you’re self to imagine – day
dream – create a visualization of you
living your life how you want to be.

•

Give up the competitive edge – in
the universe there is more than enough
for everyone!

•

Focus upon what you can do – what
you can achieve – what you like

•

Wear your favorite perfume or cologne

•

Wear your favorite clothes – give
yourself permission to feel good!

Make that little bit of effort put a smile
on your face and a sparkle in your eyes
Remember the energy you emanate
from your thinking will draw to it more of
the same.
So my friends that’s enough for you to
think about for this article.
Things to avoid and things to cultivate. Many Blessings TRUITY - Published
author of ‘Book of Choices’, Spiritual
• Don’t criticize – decide to not have Consultant & Mentor.
an opinion on things or people that will www.wanabelong.com

This publication seeks only to share the knowledge and experiences of the authors, their students and clients. It is stressed that its
contents are in no way a substitute for personal supervision by qualified professionals. The authors of this website and newsletter
do not accept any liability for loss, damage or other irrespective of cause which you may suffer or for which you become liable
arising from or as a result of any actions you may take from the advice offered in this website and newsletter.

www.fengshuisteps.com
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Softly Speaking
by Kaleena Bosanquet
I was honoured to have been one of the
latest students to Roseline’s 5 day intensive practitioner course. This was all
meant to be as I had been searching for
Roseline's card for some time, yet never
to be found. Until one day a voice entered my head to check the internet. So
I followed my intuitive side and Voila!!
There was the site for feng shui steps
and a course about to start. I couldn't
have asked for more. I thought if this is
meant to be then there will be a spot for
me. Not only that if I was granted leave
from my existing job, then it would truly
be a sign. Well it was meant to be and
everything fell into place. So off I went
to discover the powers of Feng Shui and
the many talents of Roseline Deleu.
I have to say what an amazing journey I
have had. Not only have I met an amazing, gifted, talented teacher and friend. ,
but I also met other incredibly beautiful
people, who all had a special gift to offer
the course… friendship. Their insights
and learning all aided us in some way or

another, helping us to grow and to flourish. WE were all ready for our new journey ahead. And boy hasn't the beginning of my journey been interesting.
It starts like this...
As part of the course I was lucky to have
had our group of wonderful people,
come and help Feng Shui my house.
Little did they know they really had their
work cut out for them. Trees were
pruned, pathways made, furniture
moved and many flowing ideas followed.
I have a list of still to do's. The energy
had already started to shift days before,
as my son intuitively tuned into this
course and had started moving things
and de-cluttering. We both couldn't
work out why we both had runny noses,
sore throats yet no symptoms of feeling
sick— Chi was shifting. During the
course my right foot had decided to peel
top and bottom. No it was not fungal
related… just Feng shui. Once the majority furniture had been moved and the
energy started to flow, our symptoms

eased.
It has been 3 weeks since I completed
the course and began my new journey.
I have experienced many profound
things occur. My job has increased with
new clients popping out of the wood
work. My money has increased, with a
little win on lotto to boot, my son Jacob
and I are finally seeing eye to eye with
out any raised voices, and well if this
counts the power of Feng Shui has decluttered a relationship between my
partner and I. I think it's called out with
the old and in with the new.
So thankyou Roseline, for your time,
your wealth of knowledge and for giving
me the chance of experiencing and putting into practice the many facets of
Feng Shui. You truly are a beautiful
soul, who has an amazing gift that you
choose to share with us all and for this I
thankyou immensely.
In Love and Light
Kaleena Bosanquet
Feng Shui Practitioner

A revamped bedroom and a happy young Girl
by Wendy Ellem
Feed Back story—When her mother finished H.’s room she was happy. H. now
has this stunning room surrounding her
with pinks and oranges. Lots of wonderful things have happened to H.
(character no. earth 2) particularly in the

way she handles the stirring of her big So peace reins in the household.
sister. She now has the maturity and Yippee!!
confidence to either ignore or use her
Wendy Ellem is a very active consultant
words to express her annoyance. She no
in Toowoomba (QLD) who studied with
longer feels the need to be aggressive
Roseline Deleu
towards her. sister.
wendy.ellem@bigpond.com

A Danger from the Ground
by Steven Guth
Many locations in Canberra have danger- Feng Shui ... how the location, positioning and shape of building and objects
ous emanations from the ground.
interact with people.
People vary in their sensitivity to natural
Cures and adjustments often help reradiations. For the sensitive physical and
solve Geomantic and Feng Shui probemotional stresses are sometimes
lems. Pegging energy lines can help.
caused by unhealthy earth energies.
Knowing which part of your house to
Aches and pains, headaches, depresavoid, where to place your bed, where to
sion, disturbed sleep and even severe
sit and stand can all help improve your
illness can result from long term expohealth and well being.
sures.
Steven will visit your house, check out
Building Biology ... are chemicals or elec- your location and help you see and untricity health problems in your house?
derstand the major issues that are in
Geomancy ... the study of earth emana- your ever present but unseen environtions and their effect on people.
ment.
This publication seeks only to share the knowledge and experiences of the authors, their students and clients. It is
stressed that its contents are in no way a substitute for personal supervision by qualified professionals. The authors of
this website and newsletter do not accept any liability for loss, damage or other irrespective of cause which you may
suffer or for which you become liable arising from or as a result of any actions you may take from the advice offered
in this website and newsletter.

Steven Guth has been practising and
writing about Dowsing, Geomancy and
Feng Shui for 20 years. Occasionally he
teaches or lectures at conferences. He
will be guest speaker @ the Feng Shui
Conference Sun 22 Oct 06 in Canberra.
Steven’s most recent article was published in the summer issue of New Dawn
magazine.http://www.kheper.net/
ecognosis/essays/
Canberra_its_Geomantic_realities.html
Houses and personal needs always vary.
So Steven’s fees and costs are by negotiation. Call (02) 6288 1070
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